Alliance for Inclusion Advancement
Match Making Meetings

What is a Match Making Meeting?

A Match Making meeting is a face-to-face introduction between organizations seeking volunteers with disabilities and organizations referring volunteers with disabilities for placement in the community. The main purpose of the meeting is to determine ways in which two or more organizations can work effectively together to increase the number of volunteers with disabilities in the community. Usually, one organization will host the event and one or more organizations will attend the meeting. The agenda is planned cooperatively to best serve all parties in the match.

The Alliance for Inclusion Advancement (AIA) staff will facilitate the first Match Making meeting. We will provide assistance to participating agencies in working towards a successful match. Attached is more detailed information regarding the responsibilities of the parties involved and the assistance provided by the AIA project. If you are interested in hosting or being involved in a Match Making meeting on Oahu, or would like more information please contact:

Madeline Harcourt, M.A.
Assistant Specialist
Alliance for Inclusion Advancement
Center on Disability Studies
University of Hawaii at Manoa
Telephone: 956-0947
Email: Harcourt@hawaii.edu